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1. COMPANY DETAILS
Legal Name: ARKEL INTERNATIONAL, LLC
Mailing Address: 1055 CONVENTION STREET, BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
Web-site Address: www.arkel.com
Phone: +1-225-343-0525
Fax: +1-225-343-8289

2. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Introduction: The ARKEL Team wishes to express its gratitude for the opportunity to present our Statement of
Qualification (SOQ) for possible inclusion in future bidding processes. As demonstrated in this package, our
approach to managing and performing construction contracts will ensure a successful effort having an outcome
consistent with the procurement’s goals including cost, construction, transition, and, most importantly, schedule.
The ARKEL Team will achieve these goals by self performing many construction activities and the careful
allocation of work responsibilities to members of our proven subcontractor team. We will also manage our contract
with constant vigilance to monitor, measure, and report on the
productivity of our personnel, our day-to-day progress, and to
assure that we consistently make best use and application of our
team’s know-how, capabilities and resources. With our core
management team operating successfully in Iraq since 2003 and
in Afghanistan since 2009, we understand and have demonstrated
our abilities to meet the multiple challenges assumed by a prime
contractor. Thus, ARKEL recognizes that we will be solely
accountable and responsible to ensure steady work progress
throughout execution of project Milestones. The ARKEL Team is
fully confident in our technical and management solutions; we
are well equipped, fully mobilized and experienced; completely
prepared with team-wide personnel, facilities, and expertise to
deliver all requirements; and eager to commence construction.
The overall objective is to provide engineering and construction services at the highest of quality standards while
maintaining a safe work environment with zero accidents. Design and material selection shall be commensurate with
the Project Source List as depicted in the RFP documents and local conditions for purpose of life span.
Logistics will be served from nearby country borders, ports and airports. Most projects are fast-paced, requiring indepth knowledge of customs and laws to facilitate the completion of projects. A robust data base of local vendors
and contractors must be used to compliment the goal of utilizing the highest possible quantity of local workers and
materials.
ARKEL’s project management, our systems, people and processes is described in this package. We have a 50+ year
history of successfully performing expeditionary construction and operations and maintenance. Our capabilities have
evolved and matured over this time and are indicative of our longevity and growth.

3. EXPERIENCE / CORPORATE CAPABILITY
Arkel International (ARKEL) is an infrastructure and technical services company helping organizations,
governments, militaries, and commercial company’s work successfully in the world’s most austere and remote
locations. With a 50+ year history of working overseas building plants, providing construction, power generation,
logistical and life support, ARKEL goes where others cannot or will not. We’ve built a reputation of fulfilling on our
promises and the needs of our customers worldwide.
Since 1954, ARKEL has provided logistical, engineering, construction, and operations and maintenance services
around the world. From Baton Rouge, our team has branched out and offered our services to clients in more than 40
countries. Our experience ranges from operations and maintenance and life support services, to turn-key
construction, power solutions, logistics, and electrical and instrumentation services. We have become experts at
delivering projects on-time and on-budget in difficult environments.
Over the years, we have developed an extensive, historical electronic database and documented files, which gives
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our management team the ability to establish and streamline a full complement of essential services in order to
provide reasonable quality of life in austere and remote environments—expediently and cost effectively.
The ARKEL approach is to provide integrated solutions to serve the unique needs of customers doing work in
under-developed, hostile and emerging markets or where there is little or no infrastructure. We self perform in our
core competencies of construction, base operations, logistical and life support, power generation and IT/
communications.
ARKEL is rapidly growing and spreading our footprint to various parts of the world. We currently have established
office locations in:
Corporate Headquarters: Baton Rouge, LA USA
Iraq: Baghdad – International Zone; Basra – Majnoon Oilfield and Rumalia Oil Field
Afghanistan: Kabul, Kandahar – Kandahar Air base and Dubai, UAE – Detachment Office
Africa: Nairobi, Kenya; Mombasa, Kenya; Brazzaville, Congo; N’djamena, Chad
ARKEL has a record of successful construction projects performed in austere, economically and politically complex
locations and regions of the world. Our success and longevity is driven by consistent application of our projectfocused processes and procedures to each effort; and experienced program management, engineering, quality,
security, enforced safety standards; and our focus on our customers’ procurement goals. We form our teams and
integrate the combined team-wide resources from the time we develop our proposals. Thus, with support from our
corporate-based construction management, staffing, design/estimating and QC/QA resources, we are prepared to
commence work activities immediately upon award. In addition, our global supply chain management staff will
develop solutions and timelines tailored to the facility design, construction asset needs, and schedule to assure
accurate materials delivery and cost estimates, and assure any long lead time items are adequately scoped and
ordered.

4. CORE CAPABILITIES
Construction Services: Electrical Construction, Pre-Engineered Buildings, Camp Construction, Utility
Infrastructure (Power, Water, Sewer), Civil and Infrastructure, Value Engineering, Design Engineering, Permanent
or Temporary Man-Camp Construction, Scheduling, Cost Estimating, Programming, Facility, Site Assessment and
Inspection, Constructability Review, Water Well Drilling, Pre-Fabricated Building Solutions and Systems
Power Solutions: Electrical Construction; Generator Operations & Maintenance; Build, Own, Operate; Design,
Construction and Installation of large Power Plants; Overhead Wire Distribution; Complete Repair Capability in
Remote Areas; Equipment Procurement; Complete Fuel Systems; Generation; Distribution; Security systems;
Electrical studies (Perimeter Security, Intruder Detection, Guard Towers, CCTV Cameras, Instrumentation &
Controls)
Life Support Services: Turnkey Base Camp Construction, Operations, & Management; Temporary Housing
Solutions; Living Accommodations; Water & Wastewater; Dining Facility/Catering/Catering Services; Laundry;
Offices; Long and Short Term Billeting Solutions; Fire Protection; Housekeeping; Medical Facilities; Morale,
Recreation & Welfare; General Maintenance; Potable Water Delivery; Sewage Removal; Electricity/Power Supply;
Recreational Facilities; Local Procurement; Transportation/Vehicles (Sales, Leasing & Operations); Waste
Management; Security; Communications
Logistics: Logistical services; Procurement; In and Out-bound Transportation & Management; Inventory and Cost
Control; Document Control; Customs Clearance; Warehousing; Materials Handling; Order Fulfillment; Overseas
Shipping; In-country Procurement; In-country Transportation/Shipping; Warranty Administration
Electrical & Instrumentation: Electrical Installation and Maintenance of Overhead Power; Electrical Installation
and Maintenance of In-Ground Electrical Distribution Systems; Power Distribution; Switchgear Installation,
Maintenance and Testing; Installation and Maintenance of Distributive Control Systems; Loop Checks and
Commissioning of Instrument Systems
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5. INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
5.1.

EXPERIENCE IN IRAQ

ARKEL International was one of the first contractors into Iraq to support the
U.S. Military in 2003. ARKEL has maintained a presence in Iraq since that time
providing construction services and O&M services to the DOD, Department of
State, and commercial Oil & Gas Companies. We have offices in Baghdad and
Basra with base camps and existing facilities on the Majnoon and Rumalia Oil
Fields.
ARKEL holds all necessary licenses and permits required under Iraqi law to carry
out business in country. ARKEL is fully licensed and registered in Iraq with the
central government and the South Oil Company (SOC), as well as in Kurdistan
with the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR). Copies of our current Iraq
Business Branch License can be provided upon request.
ARKEL has cultivated relationships with local Iraqi construction firms, and developed Iraqi teammates. ARKEL
strongly supports the Iraqi first concept, through hiring, and training of local Iraqi personnel, and working with local
Iraqi companies. This approach has allowed us to maintain a smaller number of expatriate staff in country than is
traditionally expected. ARKEL maintains a HR database which allows us to surge expat personnel to meet project
specific requirements.
Highlights Include:

 With multiple offices in the country (Baghdad and Basra), ARKEL is




firmly established as one of the region’s top contractors with on-the-ground
presence in key regions
 Large database of Iraqi Labor
 Working with "A” list companies/USG Agencies and growing commercial
operations (Oil, Gas, Mining)
 Contract positions on key USG Contingency IDIQ contract vehicles
Services on the oil fields include living accommodations / camp construction, civil works, power generation and
distribution, wastewater collection and treatment, water treatment, instrumentation services, and operations and
maintenance service.
ARKEL has extensive experience working on embassies in Iraq. The continuing need for increased security at
embassies brings about opportunity for more ARKEL projects in the foreseeable future

As evidenced in the accompanying map, ARKEL has an extensive footprint throughout Iraq that is constantly
growing. In the following sections we have provided more thorough examples of ARKEL’s experience in Iraq with
regards to Oil and Gas Services, Embassy Experience and Prime Power Experience.

5.1.1. Oil & Gas Services
ARKEL has been performing in the Oil and Gas market for the past five (5)+ years in the Basra region of Iraq. We
have familiarized ourselves with the local codes and regulations, and utilize international standards to ensure
compliance with all international, country, customer and local regulations. ARKEL is compliant with all
International Oil Company (IOC) health, safety, security and environmental (HSSE) requirements and has existing
relationships with multiple security providers in the region. We have offices in Baghdad and Basra with base camps
and existing facilities on the Majnoon and Rumalia Oil Fields.
Some of the services that ARKEL performs on the Oil Fields include:

 General Construction
 Civil Works (Excavation, Trenching, Concrete,



 E&I Installation and Support
 O&M of Rotating Equipment
 Physical Security (T-Walls, CCTV, Overhead

Structural Steel)
Power Generation
Power Distribution

Protection)

 IT Communications
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 Camp/Facility O&M (Billeting, Laundry,

Water (Wells and ROWPU)
Wastewater (Collection and Treatment)
Living Accommodations
Support Buildings (DFAC, Clinic, Office,
Recreation, Warehouse, Armory)




Housekeeping, Utility Maintenance)
Catering Services
Logistics Services

Summary of Basra Operations
Some of our projects performed in the Basra area are highlighted below.
Description of Work

Client

Contract Value

Dates

Provision of Power Generation Package, Rumaila Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

BP Iraq N.V.

$21,236,752

Oct. 2012 – Nov. 2016

BP Electrical Construction Works for Process & Injection Water Supply System at K44

BP Iraq N.V.

$1,142,845

Feb. 2014 – April 2014

BP Maintenance Services for ESP Diesel Generators, Rumaila Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

BP Iraq N.V.

$13,600,000

Jan. 2014 – Jan. 2019

BP K44 Instrumentation, Rumaila Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

BP Iraq N.V.

$1,482,927

Dec. 2013 – June 2014

Infrastructure Diesel Generator Maintenance & Overhaul, Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$1,500,000

Oct. 2014 – May 2017

Pioneer Camp Design & Construction – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Global / Shell Oil

$13,076,705

Oct. 2010 – July 2011

Zaitoon Camp Expansion – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$3,900,000

Sept. 2011 – May 2012

Construction of Training Facility – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$5,647,347

Jan. 2012 – April 2013

Construction of Infrastructure Facilities (MEI Camp) – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$10,894,509

Jan. 2012 – Oct. 2013

Offloading of Oil Country Tubular Goods (OCTG) – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$787,000

Oct. 2012 – April 2013

Offloading of Oil Country Tubular Goods (OCTG) – Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq

Shell Oil

$747,000

May 2013 – Feb. 2014

Maintenance Services for ESP Diesel Generators
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $13.6 Million
Carry out daily routine checks, preventive and breakdown maintenance of all
BP ESP Diesel Generators. Scope includes, but not limited to: Daily
Operations & Checks and Corrective Maintenance; Preventative Maintenance;
Overhaul; Training of the operator as well as the local service teams;
Emergency response; Serious malfunction repair; Major maintenance service;
Provide technical guidance and installation services of any required fabrication
required to improve generators reliability at Rumaila Oil Field, Iraq.
Power Plant Design, Construction and O&M
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $21.2 Million
ARKEL will provide 8 MW of diesel powered generation capable of delivering 4MW continuous power and a fuel
distribution system. We will deliver a ‘Complete Solution Approach’ which includes design, manufacture, technical
support, spare parts, and maintenance for the Power Generation package. Package includes: Synchronization panel,
Switchgear, Diesel Generators with proper acoustic enclosures, spare parts, and all associated controls, cables, cable
trays, fuel tanks, fuel transfer system, piping, grounding system and connecting hardware. ARKEL is responsible for
the operation and maintenance of this 8MW power plant and fuel distribution system for three years.
Electrical Construction Works for Process & Injection Water Supply System
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $1.1 Million
ARKEL will provide Installation of Generator sets & synchronization panel, switchgear, transformers, instrument
air compressor, dryer and tank & instrument on lines. Electrical works including installation of earth pits, lighting
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poles & light fixtures; cable laying for transformers; installation of cable for discharge pumps; installation of
distribution boards and cable laying near discharge pumps; installation of cable for suction pumps; cable laying for
chemical biocide skid; installation of distribution boards and cable laying near chemical storage; cable laying for
scotmas, chemical storage tanks, pump switch room to generator switch room; Cable glanding & termination;
Testing of Equipment; Completion & Startup including Systems Tests & Functionality Tests.
K44 Instrumentation, Rumaila Oil Field, Iraq
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $1.5 Million
ARKEL was responsible for the installation of various field instruments
to equipment included in a water injection facility to support oil field
operations in Rumaila, Iraq. Our scope included the installation of
underground low voltage control cable and instrument air tubing. The
field instruments include items such as pressure gauges, differential
pressure gauges, flow indicators, pressure safety valves, pressure control
valves, level gauges, restriction orifices, pneumatic switches, audible
alarms, visual alarms, control panels, limit switches, solenoid valves and emergency stop switches. After installation
ARKEL performed the testing and commissioning of all instruments. These tests included calibrations, function
tests, continuity tests and loop checking.
Infrastructure Diesel Generator Maintenance and Overhaul, Majnoon Oil Field, Basra, Iraq
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $1.5 Million
Servicing, repairs and overhaul of a total of 44 diesel-driven generators located at various locations within the
Majnoon concession. Contract includes the provision of maintenance services at company worksite, supply of tools,
generator overhaul at worksite or at our facilities and ad-hoc maintenance and troubleshooting support. Additionally,
the contract includes training and coaching of company personnel.
Pioneer Camp Design and Construction
Project Value – $13.1 Million
ARKEL was responsible for the design and construction of the Pioneer Camp for Shell Iraq Petroleum Development
(SIPD). The Pioneer Camp was the first camp for SIPD in the Majnoon Oil Field. The camp consisted of 80 single
client rooms and a mixture of double and quad units for the O&M contractor. Total occupancy of the camp is 200
people. ARKEL installed all of the utility and infrastructure systems including power generation, fuel storage, water
storage/supply, sewer, IT/comms, security and access control. Support buildings we constructed for the operations
of the camp including Kitchen/Dining, recreational, security, medical clinic, access control, maintenance, laundry,
and 70 person office building. The dining and office building was protected by an overhead protection structure to
resist any incoming mortar and rocket fire.
Zaitoon Camp Expansion
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $3.9 Million
ARKEL was responsible for the design and construction of an expansion to the Zaitoon Camp for SIPD. The work
included adding 30 living units, expansion of the kitchen facilities, addition of a clinic, recreational room and
offices. ARKEL also upgraded the existing power generation, power distribution, water storage, and sewer
distribution.
Construction of Training Facilities
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $5.6 Million
ARKEL’s responsibilities included the construction of a Training Facility. The Training Facility included
classrooms, a workshop, offices, shot blasting area, forklift and crane training area, dining hall, fire training area,
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and security buildings. ARKEL was also responsible for the installation of all utilities including power, water,
sewer, fuel and IT/Comms. The facility included fencing and t-walls for perimeter security.
Construction of Infrastructure Facilities
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $10.9 Million
This project consisted of the infrastructure facilities to support the
future production plant for SIPD. These facilities included a sewage
treatment plant, incinerator and waste management facility, and fuel
dispensing station. ARKEL also installed two warehouses, clinic, fire shed, chemical storage building and other
support buildings. ARKEL installed an access point that includes vehicle and pedestrian airlocks for entry into the
production facility. ARKEL was responsible for the earthworks, concrete and utility scopes for all locations.
Offloading of Oil Country Tubular Goods (OCTG)
Arkel Role – Prime Contractor
Project Value – $1.5 Million
ARKEL’s responsibilities were to inspect the OCTG offloading location
and ensure soil is suitable to carry loads of stacked pipe racks, prepare a
stacking plan with stacks not exceeding 1.8 mtr., construct and install
pipe rack sleepers, liaise with Company and third party who will deliver
the OCTG’s such that resources are on site, offload and stack the tubular at various well pad locations in the
Majnoon field. ARKEL also provided an office on site of the OCTG offloading area.
Small Works Projects
Project Value – $1 million and ongoing
ARKEL performs ongoing small works projects for contractors on the Basra Oil Fields. ARKEL has camps in the
region and a team dedicated to small works operations. These include the following services:







 Room Rentals and PSD movements

Electrical and low voltage works
Concrete and Civil Works
Water and sewer system installs
General labor
Procurement

 Building Fabrication and install
 Operations and Maintenance
 Equipment Rentals – Cranes, Forklifts, Earthwork
Plant, Vehicles

5.1.2. Arkel Camp – Rumaila Oil Field
Arkel currently operates out of a full-capability camp located centrally in the Rumaila Oil field. Our camp is located
less than 30 minutes from West Qurna 1. The advantage of Arkel’s camp location provides our team with rapid
deployment and mobilization to all surrounding oil fields for all construction, operations and maintenance activities.
The camp currently has an occupancy capacity of 75 personnel but can easily be expanded to 300 personnel by
adding or stacking cabins. The overall camp site is 200 meters x 200 meters and is lined with T-Walls. The
perimeter of the camp is surrounded by ditch, berm, and fence with razor wire. The camp is fully self-sustained with
all utilities such as power, water, sewer and IT/Comms. We have a full DFAC facility, food storage, workshops and
recreational room on the camp. Arkel is currently performing O&M services throughout Rumaila and utilizes our
two (2) workshops for generator overhauls and other work activities as needed. The workshops are equipped with a
gantry crane, have a concrete slab, metal walls, and metal roof. Some pictures and a camp layout drawing are
provided below.
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5.1.3. Embassy Experience
ARKEL has extensive experience working on Embassies in Iraq. We have highlighted some of that experience below.
Description of Work
New Warehouse/Support Annex, Service CAC (SCAC) and MSGR for Brazzaville,
Republic of Congo - Complete design and construction services, contract coordination
and supervision, including but not limited to the management, professional design
services, and construction necessary for the design and construction of security
upgrades, CAC, guard barracks, and warehouse within the Brazzaville Embassy
Compound.
Peshawar Emergency Housing Units, Peshawar, Pakistan - Procure, ship and install
Emergency PODS Housing Unit to include CHU construction, installation and utility
connections, complete fire safety systems to meet NFPA 13R, CATV, voice and data
connections, refuge zones, stairs and platforms. Design, procure, ship and install a
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U.S. Department
of State

Contract Value
$20,814,859

Dates
Sept 2014 – Ongoing

U.S. Department
of State

$11,263,908

Sept 2012 – Ongoing
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power generation system for the entire compound.
Hardened Alternative Trailer System (HATS) Units for Damascus, Syria –
Design/Build Installation of HATS, modular CACs and additional facilities
Design/Build Embassy West, Baghdad, Iraq – Design and construction services for the
Baghdad Embassy West Life Support and Service facilities project. Design, procure
and construct the Refugee in-take center / RSO Support office including integrated
overhead cover. Design, procure and construct dog kennels and associated facilities.
Design, procure and install the IT/TSS/Telecommunications fiber links from the main
embassy compound to Embassy west and to the embassy heliport.
DoS Prosperity Baghdad, Iraq – Arkel shall provide a design build solution for
Government housing, control facilities, Guard facilities, civil infrastructure, mechanical
systems including fire protection, fuel systems, HVAC systems, electrical systems
including generation and distribution, and security system including perimeter security,
intruder detection, guard towers, CCTV cameras, and associated instrumentation and
controls. The project includes the design, contract coordination, supervision and
construction of facilities necessary to establish Life Support and Service Facilities for
Prosperity and NEC compounds.
Baghdad Embassy (BESF) Upgrades – Baghdad, Iraq (See description below)

U.S. Department
of State
U.S. Department
of State

$19,700,000

June 2014 – Ongoing

$7,292,429

Nov 2012 – June 2014

U.S. Department
of State

$16,364,413

Nov 2011 – Nov 2012

U.S. Department
of State

$12,472,171

Dec 2009 – July 2011

BESF Embassy Upgrades
ARKEL International won an award from the US Department of State to perform upgrades to the existing
infrastructure and facilities at Camp Condor in Baghdad, Iraq, contract SAQMMA-09-C0108. Camp Condor is a
standalone section of the New Embassy Compound (NEC) that comprises the Baghdad Embassy Support Forces
Mancamp (BESF).
The BESF upgrades project was an urgent request which had multiple facets; however, the overall goal of the
contract was to upgrade the existing mancamp facilities and infrastructure to allow an
increased capacity from 600 to 1,500 troops before the US military troop withdrawal.
Description of the work
The project consists of both remedial and expansion construction work. Electrical work
includes connecting the BESF camp to the existing NEC Medium Voltage Power Plant
and then balancing the camps load distribution on two of the NEC MV feeders. This
includes removing one of two camp existing generators in each of the five zones and
replacing them with a pad mounted transformer which connects to the site electrical
distribution system. Additional requirements include providing increased drinking water
supply, water treatment, water distribution, existing well upgrades, increased water
storage, and storm sewer improvements. Also included are improvements to the existing
wastewater facilities and outfall; and CHU remediation work to mitigate an existing
formaldehyde issue.
A technical description of the upgrades can be seen in the following:

 Electrical System upgrades were to provide design-build services to furnish and install





a 1.5 kilometer overhead 11kv distribution system to five separate zones within the
camp. Installation at each zone included a substation, backup generator, ground ring,
transfer switch and main distribution panel. Also an NFPA 70E Study was performed
on the entire New Embassy Compound electrical system to include the installation of a
ground fault indication system.
Water System upgrades included to furnish and install a new water well capable of supplying 150,000 gallons
per day, a sediment tank, a 47,500 gallon raw water storage tank, a packaged water treatment plant (ROWPU), a
60,000 gallon potable water tank, a distribution pump skid, and over a kilometer of a potable water distribution
system. We provided design-build services to install these upgrades which integrate with the existing
operational system on site without creating disturbances to usage.
Sewage system upgrades included design-build services to furnish and install two new lift stations and 500
meters of underground sewage piping with 5 manholes. These upgrades included tying together the Camp
Condor waste water system with the NEC’s waste water system.
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 Storm water upgrades included the installation of two underground soakway’s to aid in site drainage. In addition


we provided storm drainage piping from the soakway to a new reject water lift station to allow for immediate site
drainage.
ARKEL furnished and installed all the materials and equipment necessary to replace the interior wood paneled
walls with drywall in two hundred fifty four (254) containerized housing units. Remediation included sealing
interior studs to mitigate formaldehyde emissions, priming and painting the walls to the desired finish, and the
removal and replacement of all electrical and plumbing fixtures. All of the work was carefully coordinated with
the site management team in order to limit disturbances to the operational camp.

This project was performed as an urgent need to DoS in order to meet an aggressive timeframe for additional troop
capacity needed at the Baghdad Embassy Support Facilities Mancamp. Since the start of the project we have been
issued 3 modifications to our contract that increased our SOW. Each of the contract modifications demonstrates
the appreciation of our client and is a testimony to the top quality work we perform.
MOD 1 – New Embassy Compound Electrical Study
While our existing scope of work and contract covered providing an electrical study for the electrical network in
Camp Condor we were installing, we found that there had been no such study and resultant protection undertaken on
the rest of the Embassy electrical network. We submitted an unsolicited proposal to perform a Short circuit Study/
Report, Load Flow Study/Report, Arc Flash Study/Report, with Implementation & Verification on the entire NEC
electrical network. The work included us to perform a NEC 11kv system coordination study and included for us to
install an automatic ground fault indication system to protect the 11kv distribution feeders. Our proposal was well
received and resulted in requested meetings with our staff and OBO engineers in DC which lead to the award of the
contract modification for us to perform the recommended work.
The additional SOW was broken into three components;


Phase 1, Electrical study to cover the BESF upgrades and extension to the existing network at the NEC
from transformers PMT1 & PMT2.



Phase 2, Electrical study to cover the entire network connected to the main power plant supplying power to
the Embassy Compound.



Phase 3, The installation of an automatic ground fault indication system to
protect the 11kv distribution feeders.

MOD 2 – Embassy Sewage System Upgrades
It was discovered that the existing waste water treatment plant in Camp Condor would
not be able to keep up with the surplus of waste water once the additional troops
arrived. Consequently ARKEL was asked to provide design-build services to upgrade
the existing sewage system to tie together Camp Condor’s system with both the
Baghdad city sewer system and the Embassy sewer system.
Our work required us to perform a detailed survey of the Camp Condor, NEC, and city
sewer system in the area in order to properly design the best solution. Our final design
provided three options for removal/transferring and treatment of the waste water which
provided the DoS with multiple contingency options in the result of future failure. The
proposal was again well received resulting in an award and the work was completed
ahead of schedule. Performing this SOW provides ARKEL with superior knowledge about the camps waste
water infrastructure as well as other underground infrastructure within the Embassy.
MOD 3 – Civil and Miscellaneous Upgrades
As milestones were reached and scopes of work completed, there were a number of unanticipated work tasks
identified which had not been included in the contract. Consequently we provided the U.S. Department of State a
MOD 3 proposal to provide services to perform the remaining un-contracted scopes of work. The list of desired uncontracted activities that were identified is listed below:
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 Upgrade the section of the existing raw water tank slab that will support the new raw water storage tank. All






parties agree that the planned new raw water storage tank foundation is inadequate to support the anticipated
loads and that a new raw water storage tank foundation is required.
Install a new 4’’ potable water pipeline from the NEC, under Billings Road, to Camp Condor. This water line
will link the two potable water systems allowing for potable water to be pumped from either system to the other
in the event of an emergency.
Install fencing, walls, gates (to include a double wide gate adjacent to the new RO Unit) to surround the water
treatment area to prevent intruders access.
Erection of overhead cable trays suspended from the “Perini Cover” and the replacement of existing
underground power cables and perimeter lighting cables. Also includes additional florescent lighting fixtures to
be installed to better illuminate the entire expanded water treatment area.
Erection of steel galleries, bridges with hand rails, and catwalks over floor level piping and valve stations with
removable panels to permit access and servicing of equipment within the water treatment area.
Provide services to dispose of the 180-200 government owned sound attenuating baffles removed from the
Utility Building penthouse.

These additional scopes of work not only provided our team with increased knowledge of the potable water system
and civil structures in the Embassy but also served as a testimony to our team for the exceptional work they had
performed for a satisfied client.
MOD 4 – Bath House
ARKEL was awarded a contract modification to design-build a
luxurious covered recreational facility adjacent to the existing outdoor
pool at the east end barracks man camp. The facility was finished in
September of 2011 complete with men’s and women’s changing
rooms, showers and toilet facilities. There are picnic tables outdoors
under the steel framed canopy.

5.1.4. Prime Power Experience
Coupled with our past experience working throughout the Middle East & Africa, one of our core capabilities and a
market niche is the installation, operation and management of expeditionary power. As demonstrated with our
experience and past performance, ARKEL has developed a trusted brand for power installation, distribution,
operations and maintenance. Our team is designed to maximize efficiency and performance, and seasoned to prepare
and react to dynamic market and environmental conditions.
The ARKEL team has successfully commissioned numerous prime power facilities in Iraq and around the world and
has a depth of qualified staff to support this effort. Some of our prime power experience in Iraq is highlighted below.
Description of Work
VBC East – Construction & Prime Power – Baghdad, Iraq – Prime Power site and overhead distribution
network had to be designed and constructed. This site required two large switchgear systems, the first
rated at 40 MW @ 11KV and the second rated at 100MW @ 11 KV. Arkel was responsible for Design
and installation of the entire plant including mancamps for construction & customer personnel.
VBC West – Construction & Prime Power – Baghdad, Iraq – Arkel managed design & installation of the
entire plant, including design and construction of the main power site, 12 Kilometers of 11KV overhead
network and 21 HV substations. Also responsible for permanent & temporary construction camps.
FOB Falcon – Construction & Prime Power – Baghdad, Iraq - FOB Falcon is on the southern perimeter
of Baghdad and had suffered a lot of power outages due to damage of an existing underground ring main
from local mortar fire. The Prime Power site was designed and constructed, as well as the design and
construction of 4 Kilometers of 11 KV overhead network and connection to 14 existing substations.
Arkel was responsible for design and installation of the entire plant including permanent & temporary
mancamps for construction & customer personnel.
Al Asad – Construction & Prime Power – Al Anbar, Iraq – Arkel was awarded Phase I & II of the
replacement and expansion of an existing Prime Power site as well as the interconnection of three key
facilities to load sharing and shedding. This was a fast turn-around requirement with the gensets arriving
and needed to be installed and running in a 60-day window.
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Client
Louis Berger
Group

Contract Value
$20,621,172

Dates
March 2008 –
Dec. 2008

Louis Berger
Group

$13,335,265

Nov. 2007
Sept. 2008

Louis Berger
Group

$9,041,483

March 2008 –
Sept. 2008

Louis Berger
Group

$6,344,896

April 2008 –
August 2008

–
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Prime Power Projects
Among our extensive Prime Power experience, ARKEL International
completed four (4) turn-key design-build power projects in Iraq. The
following paragraphs are to help illustrate the size, scale and speed of these
projects.
With a construction value of over $50 million, ARKEL designed and
constructed four prime power sites in Iraq. The purpose of the projects was
to remove the need for spot power generation at heavily populated military
sites while reducing costs and improving power safety for all users. Initial
power surveys were conducted by the 249th Engineer Battalion (Prime Power). The first site was put into operation
in less than 120 days from NTP. All four sites were completed in 360 days.
Key Facts – Design, procure, ship, install, commission services included:


















138 (one hundred thirty eight) 1.1 Mw generators
39 kilometers of overhead network
750 electrical poles and 1100 cross arms
63 step down transformer stations
Construction and Maintenance camps for 250
personnel
10,000 HV connections and terminations
21,000 LV connections and terminations
Six 1250 amp/11kv 12 switch switchgear

One 2000 amp/11kv 12 switch, switchgear
One 2500 amp/11kv 8 switch, switchgear
Thirty 20,000 gallon fuel tanks (double steel skin)
5000 cubic meters of reinforced concrete
16,000 feet of fuel and oil piping
12,000,000 liters of fuel storage
Pump capacities in excess of 500 liters per
minute.

Drawings, Designs, Submittals - ARKEL produced 30%, 60% and 90% electrical, civil, and mechanical layout
designs as well as submittals for material and equipment approval; an average of 3000 CAD documents per site.
Civil Construction Support - Each project was a mix of greenfield and existing facilities. Our work included site
leveling, grading and demolition of large reinforced buildings. Our team constructed large scale fuel farms with
concrete containments as well as generator pads and foundations weighing up to 35 tons.
Mechanical Construction Services - ARKEL prepared mechanical system designs for the delivery, cleaning,
storage, and distribution of fuel and oil for the power systems. The fuel farms had capacities up to 1,000,000 liters.
Challenges - Because of a supply issue with a previous government generator supplier, ARKEL was tasked to build
a new power site including design, procurement and construction. The project included leveling and grading of two
acres; roadway construction, and installation of a man camp, 210 HV connection, 640 LV connections, 2000 feet of
HV cable, 1200 feet of cable tray, 1200 cubic meters of concrete, 24 generator sets and ten 20,000 gallon tanks.
Primary Challenge: Schedule. ARKEL had to design, purchase and deliver a large amount of equipment in a very
short time. Because of equipment availability and delivery issues in the Middle East, the majority of this material
had to be purchased overseas and, in many cases, air freighted. In one instance ARKEL prepared a site and then
installed and commissioned a 21MW plant, with fuel farm, in less than 45 days. Equipment was purchased in
Kuwait and Italy, personnel were transferred from other sites to support rapid staff-up, and we completed the design,
specification and review process in just 12 days.
Secondary Challenges: Scope and Location. The military must frequently change its scope and location to adjust to
changing support requirements, and ARKEL worked with multiple chains of command and changing commands to
ensure delivery at the right time and place. Changing client requirements were incorporated into ARKEL operational
requirements. We were able to absorb these changes in nearly all cases without change order through the skill and
innovation of our personnel.
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Various O&M Contracts In Iraq
Description of Work

Client

BP Maintenance Services for ESP Diesel Generators, Rumaila Oil Field, Basra, Iraq
3rd, 4th, 5th Echelon Generator O&M – Iraq – Al-Taqqadum – This contract specifically included the repair of U.S.
government-owned generators throughout Al-Anbar Province – repairs up to and including major engine overhauls and
rebuilds at Arkel’s repair shop at Camp TQ. For this contract, Arkel performs major repairs on an average of eighty
(80) generators per month.
Generator, Reefer, and ECU 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th Echelon Maintenance – Iraq – Al-Qaim – This contract includes the
routine O&M and repair of more than: 100 U.S. government-owned generators, 7 U.S. government-owned generators,
and 661 U.S. government-owned generators. Operating from its base of operations located at Camp Al-Qaim, Arkel’s
personnel routinely travels “outside the wire” with the U.S. Marines to nearly twenty (20) outlying Forward Operating
Bases (“FOBs”), camps, and Combat Outposts (“COPs”) including:FOB Beirut, FOB Belleau Wood, FOB Boxer, FOB
Chapultepec, COP North, COP South, Camp Gannon, FOB Guadalcanal, FOB Guam, FOB Hue City, FOB ING Camp,
FOB Iwo Jima, FOB Midway, FOB She Sahn, FOB Saipan, FOB Tarawa, FOB Tinian, FOB Tripoli, FOB Vera Cruz
Haditha Generator, HVAC, Reefer O&M, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of 8 Power Generator units, 2
Refrigeration/Freezer units & 150 heating and air conditioning units

BP Iraq N.V.
USMC

Contract
Value
$50,000,000
$6,000,000

USMC

$6,500,000

CJSOTF-AP/J4
CONCENTCOM

$170,602

Ramadi Generator Flood Light set maintenance, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of 72 Generator Flood Light sets
Camp Ramadi C-Level Building O&M, Iraq - Electrical and HVAC repairs and Maintenance
TQ HVAC & Generator Repairs and maintenance, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of various Generator sets and Air
conditioning units
Camp Ripper & Haditha Generator & ECU repairs and maintenance, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of various
Generator sets and ECU’s
Al-Qaim HVAC & Generator Repairs and Maintenance, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of various Power Generator
units, Refrigeration/Freezer units & heating and air conditioning units
Camp Ramadi Generator and ECU repairs and maintenance, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of various Generator sets
and ECU’s
TQ maintenance of Generator Flood light sets, Iraq - Repair and Maintenance of 15 Generator Flood Light sets
Camp Construction & First Responder Networks – Iraq (Various Provinces) – USACE/Iraqi MOI – the Joint Area
Support Group granted Arkel a large tract of land within Saddam Hussein’s former “Believer’s Palace” compound in
the heart of Baghdad’s “Green Zone” for Arkel’s use to provide accommodations and subsequent camps for various
multinationals doing prime-contract work in-country. Arkel performed a wide variety of services on all camps ranging
from design/construction to ongoing life support and O&M. Housing and office facilities within the camps were from
fairly simple living quarters to spacious “VIP” accommodations with verandas and outdoor space. Arkel designed,
built, operated, and maintained camp accommodations. The Camp housed more than 75 people for whom Arkel
provided all life support services. Under the same contract, Arkel was commissioned to perform work for Lucent under
contract by USACE/Iraqi MOI for their Mobile Switching Office-Government Dispatch Centers (MSO-GDC), First
Responders Network (the Iraqi “911”.) Sites for this subsequent work included Tikrit, Mosul, Hilla, Al-Kut, Diwaniyah,
Samawah, Basrah and Kirkuk.

JCC Iraq/Afg
JCC Iraq/Afg
JCC Iraq,
Camp Fallujah
JCC Iraq/Afg

$869,826
$574,130
$5,654,085

JCC Iraq/Afg
RCC-Camp
Fallujah

$5,739,349

JCC Iraq/Afg

$5,107,543

JCC Iraq/Afg
Lucent
Technologies

$340,570
$4,400,000

5.2.

$5,837,869

EXPERIENCE IN AFGHANISTAN

ARKEL is very familiar and experienced in providing services in Afghanistan. ARKEL has worked on multiple
contract vehicles to include DOD, USACE, AFCEE, NAMSA, USMC as well as commercial tenders throughout
Afghanistan.
ARKEL has proven past performance with knowledge and understanding to provide the highest quality services on
schedule in Afghanistan. This understanding includes challenges associated with adhering to standards, logistics,
schedules, staffing and cultural awareness.
Consequently ARKEL has a seasoned management team ready to stand up and perform works associated with any
project upon award.
ARKEL has been working in Afghanistan since 2008. We have provided some examples of ARKEL’s past
performance in Afghanistan below:
Description of Work

Client

Harvest Eagle RSO&I LSA – Site Prep, Erection of Tents, Force Protection and Tent Flooring LNK, Afghanistan –
Arkel’s Construction Team at Camp Leatherneck successfully completed the Harvest Eagle project for the United
States Marine Corps. This is a significant accomplishment in that the project was completed ahead of schedule,
completed in a season of incredible heat and environmental challenges, in a location that has had many inherent supply
chain obstacles and under budget. The ARKEL team built a compound consisting of 144 tents surrounded by concrete
barriers and included separate flooring, HVAC and all power requirements all in less than 36 days.

USMC
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LOGCAP - Water Well Installation - FOB Leatherneck, FOB Tarin Kowt, FOB Wolverine, Afghanistan. Arkel was
awarded a contract for the drilling and installation of six (6) water wells at three (3) Forward Operating Bases in
Southern Afghanistan. The work included: Soil Sampling and procurement of geologic and hydrologic information
regarding depth, thickness and water yield potential; Installation of a non-potable water well producing water at a rate
of approximately 200-260 gallons per minute (760 – 1000 liters per minute); Water well construction through the use of
air or mud/direct or reverse rotary drilling; Site preparation and leveling for rig operation; Supply of all water well
materials including: casing, grout, pipe, filter, screens, pumps, connecting hardware; Well testing and disinfection;
Installation of 8‟ X 8‟ water tight and adequately lit Pump House structure to contain pumping equipment and
electrical; Construction of 8‟ X 8‟ well head enclosures with exterior concrete bollards at each corner.
SAIC Construction of Hangar & Operations Facility at Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan
L3 Camp Construction-Shindand, Afghanistan; Construction of 22 ManCamp @ Shindand Air Base

Fluor
Intercontinental

$3,500,000

SAIC

$2,997,426
$924,134

Operations and Maintenance Services at USACE-TAS, Kandahar, Afghanistan; Operations and Maintenance of 10
Buildings on the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE-AES) Compound
Fuels Distribution System – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; Electrical installation for Fuels station project

USACE

$900,000

Lakeshore
Engineering

$1,699,889

Eagle Base Transfer Switch Upgrade, Camp Eagle Base, Afghanistan – Arkel has completed the MTS & Switchgear
Upgrade project at FOB EAGLE. This project was to replace the previously installed main distribution panels,
switchgear and manual transfer switches with Square D and ASCO materials sent from the US. Arkel also installed new
electrical cable at a total of over 37,000 ft of cable. The proposed schedule was a total of 30 days and was completed in
26 days. The work was done with the highest quality standards that were set forth in the project specifications and
closely followed the submitted work plan prepared by Arkel.
Supply and installation of two (2) new generators at Joint Regional Afghanistan Security Forces, Kandahar,
Afghanistan.
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) of Diesel Generators in the RC(S) HQ Compound at Kandahar Airfield,
Afghanistan.
O&M of Generators, KAF - O&M of 15 increased to 19 Generators located at RC(S), Kandahar Airfield
Site Infrastructure–Communication Equipment; Supply and install site infrastructure for communications equipment at
FOB Tarin Kowt, AFG
Security Fencing Installation, FOB Shindand, Afghanistan; Supply and install security fencing, sniper screen and
vehicle gates, FOB Shindand
Security Fencing Installation, FOB Marmal, Afghanistan; Supply and install security fencing, sniper screen and vehicle
gates, FOB Marmal

Confidential

$1,200,000

USACE

$224,609

NAMSA

$300,000

NAMSA
VT Milcom

$299,350
$934,978

VT Milcom

$861,428

VT Milcom

$329,853

L3
Communications

5.2.1. ARKEL's Framemaster Building Solution
Whether you want to build a workforce town, a resource of rentable portables or provide temporary housing and
offices, The FrameMaster can deliver a utility building solution that’s ready to roll from day one. You can make
modern, attractive buildings that are permanent or easily transported to any site.
The FrameMaster system integrates design software, manufacturing software and roll formers to produce accurate
steel frame components for almost any type of modular or portable building. From offices to accommodation units,
kitchens, laundries and utility blocks, FRAMECAD 350 I makes it happen.
FRAMECAD System 350 I (FrameMaster machine) provides high-quality, safe, comfortable, timely and
economical building solutions that include design-build options to meet contingency, expeditionary, temporary and
permanent deployment needs worldwide to include structures such as:






 Warehousing/storage facilities
 Work shops
 Moral and welfare buildings

Living accommodation units (wet and dry)
Ablution units
Laundry buildings
Office units

Our FrameMaster heavy-duty mobile manufacturing equipment is capable of producing trusses and panels for roofs
and floors, as well as wall framing for a wide range of building designs all from cold formed steel. Every output is
accurately formed, cut, punched, dimpled and individually labeled, ready for assembly, all manufactured right at the
jobsite.
TURNKEY DESIGN-BUILD PROCESS
The FrameMaster process of manufacturing starts with a concept which is then turned into a design – created using
our FRAMECAD Solutions design detailing and engineering software.
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The completed design file, when ready for production, is sent electronically to the
FrameMaster manufacturing equipment. The equipment then creates each component of
the building frame individually, labeling them according to their location in the frame
for error free construction.
Every component is produced and detailed with individual characteristics according to
its position in each panel. Each component is cut to length, has service and fastening
holes pre-punched, is swaged, notched and created ready for assembly.
As the components are produced by the equipment they can then be assembled and
screwed together to form the
panels
and
trusses.
The
completed panels and trusses are
then positioned for rapid and
accurate assembly.
Once the frame is completed the
rest of the structure is built
around the world’s most
advanced end to end steel frame
building solution.
The following is a list of the design capabilities our FRAMEMASTER building
solution offers:

 Estimating
 Complete Design to Specifications
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Civil
Structural
Electrical
Fire Prevention
Mechanical
Plumbing
Force Protection

 Submittals
 Scheduling
 Closeout Documents
5.2.1.1.

Benefits and Features

Our FrameMaster building solution provides a number of benefits,
especially when quick construction is required for sites in remote
locations. With a mobile onsite factory, we offer flexibility for high
volume projects with transportable manufacturing capability.
By producing the material onsite there are no shipping costs and this also
eliminates logistical risk. Material is often damaged in transit, and has to
be replaced, which can be detrimental to a project not only in costs but in
time delays. Site manufacturing eliminates this issue.
Design, production and construction times are reduced by using the
FrameMaster Solution. We have reduced design and build time by
more than 10%. Some projects have reduced construction time up to
30%. Time equals money on construction projects.
FrameMaster can also save skilled manpower. We can do more with
fewer skilled people. These benefits are a few of the cost saving
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benefits FrameMaster allows us to pass on to our clients. Once the design is completed in FRAMECAD software,
the skills required to produce and assemble the building frame are dramatically reduced.
Additional Benefits & Features:















Pre-engineered to Specifications
Safety Features (Calculations) Built into Design
Life Span 30+ Year Usage
Quality On Site Fabrication and Assembly
Field Design Providing Maximum Flexibility
Durable Interior Exterior Finishes

5.2.1.2.

Versatile Multi Use Capabilities
Local Labor Training and Employment
Fire Retardant Structure
Low VOC Materials
Low Maintenance Costs
Total Building Solution

Large Variety of Building Designs

We can offer a wide variety of building designs including, but not limited to:








Living Accommodations (Wet, Dry, Executive, Shared, Bunkhouse)
Offices
Maintenance Facilities
Medical Facilities
MWR
Muti-tier

5.2.1.3.

Our Building Solution Equipment

ARKEL will utilize our TF350 FRAMEMASTER Machine, our SSQ NTM Machine, and our NTM GUTTER
Machine which combine to make a turnkey mobile manufacturing plant optimized to automatically produce trusses
and panels for roofs and floors, as well as wall framing for a wide range of building designs, all from cold formed
steel.
TF350 FRAMEMASTER MACHINE
TF350 MACHINE FEATURES & CAPABILITIES









Heavy Duty Precision Manufacturing
Utilizes Light Gage Steel
Utilizes Cold Rolled Method
Strong and Flexible Automated Design Build
Capable of Rolling 1.6mm Steel (16 gage)
Can Provide Multiple Story Capabilities
Capacity of 1,750 Meters of Steel Per Hour
SSQ NTM MACHINE

The SSQ NTM is the most advanced, accurate, and user friendly
roof panel machine available. The following list provides some of
the standard features and systems capabilities:
SSQ NTM MACHINE FEATURES & CAPABILITIES

 13 Quick Change Profiles
 Polyurethane Drive Rollers
 Choice of one Hardened Stainless Steel Quick-Change™
Profile Roller System with Shear Dies.
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Hydraulic Drive and Shea
Push Button RUN/JOG Controls at Entry and Exit Ends
Quick Change™ Profile Roller System
Quick Change™ Power-Pac™ - Gas or Electric
One Pair of Bead, Pencil, Striation, or V-Rib Rollers
Welded Tubular Steel Frame
Panel Recognition Safety Photo Eye
Length Control Limit Switch
Power Interruption Safety Circuit
Capable of producing UL 90 Rated Panels
Capable of rolling 0.80 mm steel (22 gage)
NTM GUTTER MACHINE

NTM GUTTER MACHINE FEATURES & CAPABILITIES











Capable of Producing 5’’ and 6’’ Forming Profiles
Polyurethane Drive Rollers
Quick Change Power Pac™, Gas or Electric
Hydraulic Drive and Shear
Power Interruption Safety Circuit
Gutter Recognition Safety Photo Eye
Length Control Limit Switch
Push Button RUN/JOG Controls at Entry and Exit Ends
Welded Tubular Steel Frame

5.2.1.4.

ARKEL’s FrameMaster Past Performance

ARKEL has successfully been providing our FRAMEMASTER solution to a number of customers in
Afghanistan over the past few years. Within our first 11 months of operations we completed 42 facilities
using our turnkey building solution. We completed facilities of various sizes floor plans and uses. The
following lists some of those completed facilities:






 34x120 Living Accommodations
 32x60 Training Classrooms
 34x120 Medical Facilities

Helicopter Rescue Command Facilities
40x120 Executive Offices
50x100 Training and Office Facilities
32x96 Office Facilities

60’ x 75’ Helicopter Rescue
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80 Man Billeting Units

Construction of 34 ft by 120 ft Pre-Engineered Building (PEB)
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120 ft X 168 ft Overhead FrameCad / Framemaster shade
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Other Completed FrameMaster Projects:
Description of Work

Client

Living Quarters PEB for USMC - Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; Design, Fabrication and Construction of (16) 34 X 120
Turnkey Frame-master Facilities (Design Build) for use as billeting for the USMC. Completed project on time with no
discrepancies.
MCLC Concrete Pads and Overhead Cover – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; 120' x 168' Pre-engineered Building (PEB) MCLC Concrete Pads and Overhead Cover – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan
Hygiene Facilities I/J – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; 2 each 36’ x 100’ Pre-engineered Building (PEB) Hygiene Units
RECON Billeting Pre-engineered Building Construction – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; 2 each 34’ x 120’ PEB Billeting
Units
LNO PEB – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; Construction of 32’ x 120’ Pre-engineered Building Office facility
RECON Billeting (B) – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan
Martial Arts Facility – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; Construction of 60’ x 120’ Pre-engineered Building (PEB) Office
facility
Motor Pool – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; Construction of 32’ x 42’ Pre-engineered Building (PEB) Maintenance
Facility

USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC
USMC
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck

$832,933

KAF Whiskey Ramp Project, Kandahar, Afghanistan; 4 Frame Master Pre-engineered Buildings (PEB)
19th EN BN Support Facilities – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan - Design, Fabrication and Construction of (2) 32 X 60
Turnkey Frame-master Facilities (Design Build) for use as Classrooms and Office Space for the 19th Engineering BN.
PEB Erection, Elect. & Force Protection Project, Camp Leatherneck; Provide engineering, procurement and construction of a
32 ft. x 96 ft. pre-engineered metal building using the FrameMaster building system and associated force protection items.
PEB Erection, Elect. & Force Protection Project, Camp Leatherneck; Provide engineering, procurement and construction of a
40 ft. x 120 ft. pre-engineered metal building using the FrameMaster building system and associated force protection items.
Pre Engineered Building (PEB) at a Helicopter pad on the flight line at Camp Bastion; Provide labor, materials, tools,
equipment, etc. to construct a Pre Engineered Building (PEB) at a Helicopter pad on the flight line.
19th EN BN Support Facilities – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan, (2) 32 X 60 Turnkey Frame-master Facilities (Design
Build); Design, Fabrication and Construction of (2) 32 X 60 Turnkey Frame-master Facilities for use as Classrooms and
Office Space for the 19th Engineering BN.
MEF Billeting – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; (8) 34 X 120 Turnkey Frame-master Facilities (Design Build)
MEF Billeting – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; (8) 34 X 120 Turnkey Frame-master Facilities (Design Build)
Combat Stress Pre-Engineered Building Installation – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; (1) 34 X 120 Turnkey Frame-master
Facilities (Design Build)
Wounded Warrior Inpatient Pre-Engineered Building Installation – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; (1) 34 X 120 Turnkey
Frame-master Facilities (Design Build)
Dental Clinic Pre-Engineered Building Installation – Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan; (1) 34 X 120 Turnkey Frame-master
Facilities (Design Build)

FEKA
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck

$1,250,000
$530,290

USMC
USMC
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck
USMC / RCC
Leatherneck

$2,937,849
$3,198,485
$346,064

5.3.

Contract
Value
$6,400,000

$1,601,577
$863,074
$377,127
$376,353
$651,660
$317,175

$529,935
$665,972
$545,065
$534,291

$379,676
$413,879

EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA

ARKEL has a record of successful construction projects performed in austere, economically and politically complex
locations and regions of the world. We are an infrastructure and essential services company with more than 30 years
of experience in turnkey camp construction in the Middle East and throughout Africa. We pride ourselves in helping
organizations, governments and militaries work successfully in the world’s most austere and remote locations.
ARKEL has offices around the globe, including field offices in Kenya, Congo, and Chad; as such we are fully
conversant with the conditions and demands of the environment.
ARKEL International has performed work successfully in over nineteen (19) African countries including:
Cameroon, Chad, Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Egypt, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Nigeria,
Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tunisia, Tanzania and Uganda.
ARKEL International beginnings have root in all parts of Africa supporting sugar plants, power generation,
construction and logistics. A testimony of ARKEL’s trailblazing ability was our call to service in 1985 after the
completion of the Kenana Sugar Plant construction, where we served as the owner representative for the extensive
project and factory manager for five years following. Because of the extensive logistical “pioneering” necessary in
the development of Kenana, now a thriving city that was once a Greenfield with no infrastructure or access, ARKEL
was sought to provide logistical services for the USAID Famine Relief Program in 1985-86.
Our versatility and extensive experience in Africa includes performing multi-million dollar projects in all of the
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following sectors: Sugar Industry, Fertilizer Industry, Refining Industry, Special Plants/Projects, Maintenance and
Feasibility Studies with the majority of our past performance being in Construction Services, Power Generation, Oil
& Gas, Manufacturing Facilities, Operations & Maintenance, and Retail & Construction Centers.
Having a long history of successful projects in Africa dating back to the 1970s, our work has spanned a wide range
of project types and has not been isolated to one or two countries in Africa. We have worked from East to West and
North to South. During those 30 plus years ARKEL has built a solid base of not only experience, but also a network
of relationships that are an invaluable asset in difficult environments.
Arkel Referenced Projects:
Our projects have ranged from the massive Kenana Sugar Factory that is
the world’s largest integrated sugar operation to our equity investment in
farming and real estate in Africa. There could be no better learning
lesson than Kenana when it comes to construction and logistics. When
the project started it was in the middle of the desert and 150 miles from
the nearest road. Moving material from Kosti to Kenana in the early
days was a 30 day trip one-way. We became so adept at moving material
we started our own trucking/logistics company in the Sudan that
ultimately moved over 550,000 tons of grain aid to starving masses
during the 1985 food crisis in Ethiopia and Sudan.

 Owners represetative for total
oversite of the design and
construction of Kenana Sugar
Factory (USD$650,000,000)

 Duar Divisional HQ, Sudan
(USD$14,000,000)

 Fattouch HQ Building, Juba Sudan

(USD$11,400,000)
We continued that tradition into Duar and Juba where the logistical
challenges remained in the Sudan. Both of these projects were in excess
of $10,000,000 each and we continued construction through the most difficult rainy season in Southern Sudan. It is
ARKEL’s depth of knowledge in Africa that allows us to perform effectively from a cost standpoint and a schedule
perspective.
We’ve pioneered work in some of the most underdeveloped regions in Africa and built an enduring reputation that
still gains us immediate recognition within commercial business and governments in Sudan, Nigeria, Uganda, Egypt
and Kenya as well as other countries on the continent.
We have developed extensive relationships with vendors and suppliers in the area and adjoining countries and have
numerous seasoned personnel who have performed work in Africa.
Evidence of the success of ARKEL’s team and its approach can be found in the well documented satisfaction of our
past and present clients.
Description of Work
New Warehouse/Support Annex, Service CAC (SCAC) and MSGR for Brazzaville, Republic of
Congo - Complete design and construction services, contract coordination and supervision, including
but not limited to the management, professional design services, and construction necessary for the
design and construction of security upgrades, CAC, guard barracks, and warehouse within the
Brazzaville Embassy Compound.
Design/Construction of Duar Divisional HQ – Duar, Sudan – Arkel was contracted to support the
construction of a Division Headquarters, a 1000 man compound, for the Sudanese Peoples Liberation
Army (SPLA) in south Sudan. Specific project scope was for the installation of site infrastructure and
completed civil and ground works located on a Greenfield in the remote town of Duar, Sudan. Arkel
designed the infrastructure and all utilities, procured all mechanical and electrical systems, and
installed them.
Sudan Radio Service Office Build-Out, Juba, Southern Sudan - The Arkel Sallyport Global Sudan
Joint Venture (ASGS) constructed the perimeter wall, office complex, radio tower and ancillary
building buildings.
Construction of Congolese Battalion Training Center, Dem. Rep. of Congo - Arkel provided labor for
the upgrade of existing facilities and construction of the new facilities for Congolese Army Training
Center.
Nigerian PSOTC located at Jaji Training Camp; Renovation and upgrades to the Nigerian PSOTC
located at Jaji Training Camp, Kaduna. This includes refurbishment of soldier billets, conversion of
wash facilities into soldier billets, and expansion of the motor pool.
Design, Construction & Operation of the Kenana Sugar Company, Sufeiya, Sudan; The project
included the design and construction of a 17,000 metric-tons/day sugar factory and a 40-megawatt
cogeneration power house. The project also included development of a 33,000 hectare plantation with
an elaborate irrigation system. Once construction was completed, Arkel oversaw the Operations &
Maintenance of the entire facility for over 5 years.
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Client
U.S. Department of
State

Contract Value
$20,814,859

Dates
Sept 2014 –
Ongoing

PAE Government
Services

$14,000,000

Feb. 2008 –
Dec. 2008

EDC under USAID

$1,000,000

Feb. 2010 –
Sept. 2010

AECOM

$500,000

Feb. 2010 –
May 2010

$409,247

June 2011 –
Oct. 2011

$650,000,000

1975 – 1981

AECOM
DOS

under

Kenana
Sugar
Company, LTD
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Fattouch HQ Building, Juba Sudan; The Arkel Team provided construction management; and a full
design/build service arrangement for Network Over the World (N.O.W.) which is an investment of
Fattouch International, one of the world’s leading operators of mobile telephone systems in remote
regions. N.O.W. selected Arkel to develop its headquarters, operations offices/buildings, and
accommodations to support its significant investment in South Sudan. Arkel’s personnel have
worked with their outsourced Architect to design the most effective building possible considering the
logistics and procurement challenges of working in Juba South Sudan. Arkel was awarded this $11.5
million contract in March and built a complex vertical structure in one of the most difficult places in
the world to operate. Arkel received high customer satisfaction marks for our quality services. Tasks
relevant to AFRICAP include program management; logistics services to include supply,
warehousing, procurement, and equipment maintenance; and construction services to include site
assessments, designs, civil works, property control, and mechanical construction services.
AFRICAP – Establishing SPLA Medical Services – Sudan; Establishing SPLA Medical Services ––
Sudan, Africa – Construct Medical Trainee Housing, AECOM Camp, O&M of Camp, Four
Warehouses Assessment of 15 Existing Medical Facilities. (Sudan)
MSI Compound – Juba, Sudan; Delivered and installed nine (9) modular buildings complete with
furnishings and appliances on MSI’s site in Juba. Connected existing power lines and water lines to
buildings and ensured proper operation of all appliances, etc.
Sudan Food Services; The contract was to supply food for 850 trainee prison officers for a 12 week
period; this is a long term contract for 12 months. Initially, the contract was for 650 trainees, but
within a few days the numbers had gone up to 800 then a few days later was again increased to 850.
These items had to be delivered on a daily basis as no storage or refrigeration was available at the
tented training grounds where they live for 12 weeks.

Fattouch/Network
Over the World
(NOW)

$11,400,000

March 2008 –
Dec. 2008

AECOM

$4,768,000

Oct. 2010 –
Sept. 2011

MSI (Management
Systems
International)
UNDP

$689,104

Jan. 2009 –
March 2009
June 2008 –
March 2009

In addition to the projects listed above, we offer the following summary list of work performed by ARKEL in Africa
to provide an overview of our vast experience:
Client/Owner

Location

Project Scope

Sugar Industry
Kenana Sugar Factory

Sudan

Oversight and owners representative for the design & construction of 19,800 STCD New Factory
($650,000,000)

Nzoia Sugar Co.

Kenya

Feasibility study and turnkey contract for the Phase I expansion from 2000 MTCD to 3000. Nzoia
Sugar Co. Kenya Feasibility study and turnkey contract for the Phase II expansion from 3000
MTCD to 7000.

Societe des Sucreries et de Distillerie D”Egypt Egypt

Consulting services for the implementation of the 6000 MTPD Guirga Sugar Factory New Halfa
Sugar Co. Sudan Technical assistance for the operations.
Feasibility study Gov. of Kenya Kenya Feasibility study for the implementation of a new sugar
complex Siaya District Gov. of Kenya Kenya Feasibility study for the rehabilitation of the
Muhoroni Sugar Factory

Miwani Sugar Factory

Kenya

Sunti Sugar Co.

Nigeria

Feasibility study for a new sugar plant in the Sunti area Nasho Agro Industrial Sugar Rwanda
Feasibility study for the implementation of a new sugar factory/agricultural estate with
infrastructure & irrigation.

Commonwealth Development Corp
Commonwealth Development Corp
Jigawa Sugar Co.

Ivory Coast
Swaziland
Nigeria

Sugar Industry Evaluation
Evaluation of proposed sugar refinery, Mhlume Sugar Co. Ltd.
Feasibility study for the development of a 10,000 MTCD Cane Sugar Factory and Refinery Ogun
Sugar Factory Nigeria Feasibility study for the development of a 6000 MTCD Cane Sugar Factory

Sugar Development Corporation

Tanzania

Feasibility study for the rehabilitation of the Kagera Sugar Estate

Power Generation Plants--Cogeneration Plants
Kenana Sugar Co.

Sudan

40 MW Bagasse Fired / Design & Construction Supervision

Gov. of Kenya

Kenya

Feasibility study for a Bagasse Fired co-generation plant

Gov. of Uganda

Uganda

Feasibility study for a fuel-grade ethanol-gasoline blending plant

Gov. of Kenya

Kenya

Built the Mombassa Power Barge 50MW Power Plant

Chevron Oil

Sudan

Detail Design 2500 BPD Topping Plant for Naptha Jet A-l, Diesel Residual

Ministry of Industry

Nigeria

Construction of a 200 TPD Sulfuric Acid Plant, Kaduna

Arkel Owned & Operated

Nigeria

Partnership with 2 indigenous firms in the ownership and operation of 3 large expedition blocks

Oil & Gas/Refining/Industry

Agriculture
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Client/Owner
Rose Farm

Location

Project Scope

Kenya

Developed 14 acre rose farm under green house condition for the European market

Sudan

Operation & Maintenance Contract (5 years)

OXFAM

Sudan

Clearing, Handling, Transport & Warehousing of Food Aid Material

Osman Balde/USTDA

Guinea

Feasibility Study for the Cold Storage of cargo shipped agricultural products

Chevron

Sudan

Transportation of drilling equipment

Food Aid National Admin.

Sudan

Bagging, Handling & Transport of Food Aid Material

CIDCO/EXIM

Sudan

Handling & Transportation of Food Aid Material

Gov. of Sudan

Sudan

Clearing, Handling, Transport & Construction of 3 Grain Storage Silos

USAID

Sudan

Furnish all Equipment & Supervision for Roadbed - Kosti to Tendelti

USAID

Sudan

Handling, Transport & Delivery of Food Aid Grain

AGRODEV

Sudan

Samsam Agricultural Project - Transport & Delivery of Equipment

DAMEN

Sudan

UNICEF

Sudan

Brown Boveri Co

Sudan

Shipyards - Transport & Delivery of Equipment and Materials HVAGN Sudan Poultry Project Transport & Delivery of Equipment
Clearing, Handling & Transportation of Food and Materials Washington St. Univ. Sudan Clearing,
Handling & Transportation
Blue Nile Grid

Arkel Owned/operated

Sudan

Berthing operations at Port Sudan

USACE
Texas Eastern

Sudan
Sudan

Food Aid Nat. Admin.

Sudan

Khartuom, construction of a military aircraft hangar and extension of runnway
Clearing, Handling & Transportation Buckau Wolf Sudan Clearing, Handling & Transportation of
Equipment
Bagging, Handling & Transportation of Food Aid Grain

ASEA/STAL

Sudan

Clearing, Handling, Transport & Warehousing of Equipment

UNICR

Sudan

Clearing, Handling, Transport & Warehousing of Food Aid Material

REST

Sudan

Clearing, Handling, Transport & Warehousing of Food Aid Material

USAID

Sudan

Pioneer Roads, Salingei, Sudan

USAID

Sudan

Pioneer Roads, Kosti, Sudan

CISA Int.

Sudan

Construction of 4 Grain Warehouses

Sudan Government

Sudan

Grain Silo Construction

Sudan Government

Sudan

Western Region Roads

Ministry of Irrigation/USAID

Sudan

Silt Removal - Roseires Dam

National Elect. Corp.

Sudan

Roseires Hydro/Elect. Station Transport

Maintenance
Kenana Sugar Factory
Logistics

Civils/Roadway
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